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Dialectology in the UW-Madison Community 
 
Abstract 
 
In this study, we researched phonetic and lexical variation across geography, incorporating 
knowledge of history, demography, and sociolinguistics. We used surveys and audio recordings 
in attempt to identify patterns in the production of sounds and word choice in the UW–Madison 
community. We provided an extensive review of relevant literature ranging from vowel change, 
linguistic research methodology, human development, and historical geography in the region. 
After data collection, we performed Fisher’s Exact Tests, chi-squared tests, and a proxy cluster 
analysis using visual representations. Through both statistics and visuals, we came to the 
conclusion that certain sounds and words behaved as expected across space, and others showed 
little to no evidence for such. 
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Introduction 
 

We have focused our research on linguistic variability across space, primarily focusing 

on phonetic and lexical change across regions. The field of phonetics deals with the sounds of 

speech, for example pronouncing “bag” as, /bæg/ or /beg/ (transcribed using the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)). Lexicon refers to the vocabulary or word choice a person uses 

—saying “firefly” instead of “lightning bug”, for example. We made these observations by 

surveying the UW–Madison community to discover the degree to which phonetics and lexicon 

vary across space, along with how the UW–Madison community fits into the linguistic landscape 

put forth by other researchers. Using case studies, we have compared our own findings to 

potentially identify other outlying patterns that may have manifested in the dialectology of the 

students, faculty, and staff at UW–Madison. 

Our data collection methods included a survey with voice recordings and multiple choice 

questions, and we have utilized audio programs to more precisely observe phonetic habits among 

our survey population. Historical migratory patterns may create connections to cultural 

communities around the United States, allowing us to investigate the influence of culture on the 

language of a particular region. We also consulted approaches from spatial science, positivism, 

post-structuralism, and feminism when drawing conclusions about our survey population. From 

the above efforts, 78 data units were generated, using which phonetic and lexical patterns have 

been observed and analyzed.  

 
Site Setting 
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The site of our research took place within the UW–Madison community. The dataset we 

constructed via survey consisted of UW–Madison students, faculty, and staff. As a result of our 

site and focus within this community, we expected that the majority of our surveyees would 

come from the upper Midwest, namely Minnesota, Illinois, and Wisconsin, as these states make 

up the majority of the UW–Madison population. In our survey, we asked the participants for 

their ZIP codes (and place names if a ZIP code could not be used or remembered) in order to 

identify the geographic origins of our survey population.  

Recording the participants’ birthplace, childhood hometown, and location in their early           

teen years allowed us to make better conclusions about our participants’ phonetic and lexical              

tendencies, as those ages are key to the development of linguistic patterns (Goffman and Smith,               

1999). To make further observations about our sample population, we will be looking at              

historical migration patterns and the communities that have formed as a result. We hope to               

determine why exactly certain dialectal regions appear where they do. The Northern Cities Shift              

is greatly responsible for this, as discussed further in the literature review (Labov et. al., 2006,                

187-190).  

Phrases that appear in casual speech may also indicate regional belonging. “Uff da”, for              

example, is a phrase that has roots in Norwegian and Swedish languages (although a slightly               

different pronunciation, but similar meaning) and is often associated with Northwestern           

Wisconsin and Minnesota (Purnell et. al., 2013, 73). Tracing settlement and migration patterns of              

Swedes and Norwegians during the 19th century will often lead one to find correlations with               

phrases and contemporary areas of usage. For these reasons, we must be thorough in examining               

migration patterns in the areas which our data is most concentrated so that our observations may                
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lead to more educated assumptions about why seemingly unrelated regions may share similar             

phrases, idioms, and pronunciation.  

 
Literature Review 

Crucial to the interpretation of our survey findings was linguistic theory and practice, an 

understanding of which has helped us to extract notable features and create connections. At the 

heart of this knowledge is a fundamental overview of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), 

which is used across the world to visually depict how we articulate sounds. 

Consonants are classified linguistically by their place and manner of articulation 

(International Phonetic Association, 2015). Place of articulation refers to the spot in the vocal 

tract where airflow is most constricted to create the sound, and manner of articulation describes 

the process of creating the sound, or just how restricted airflow actually is. For example, an 

interdental consonant is articulated with the tongue between the teeth, the place where airflow is 

most restricted; likewise, a consonant that is a fricative means that airflow is almost entirely 

restricted during articulation, as opposed to a stop (entirely restricted), an affricate (barely 

restricted), etc. The /θ/ sound (used in the word ‘think’) is an example of an interdental fricative 

(International Phonetic Association, 2015). While consonants are vital to the understanding of 

our language, they are only important for our purposes to offer a context with which we can 

analyze vowels using IPA and classification of various combinations of sounds. 

English vowels are classified by tongue position during articulation, particularly tongue 

height and tongue "backness", referring to how far forward or back in the mouth the tongue is 

(International Phonetic Association, 2015). For example, the /e/ sound (aptly named a ‘front 

vowel’) in the word ‘take’ is articulated with the tongue closer to the front of the mouth than the 
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/o/ sound (a ‘back vowel’) in ‘know’, but they are both mid-level in terms of tongue height. 

Figure 1 shows English vowels in IPA, used as reference throughout our research.  

Figure 1: IPA English vowels put into context with example words (The International 
Phonetic Association, 2015). 

 
Vowels were a much larger focus than consonants, given their prevalence in existing 

linguistic research about the state of Wisconsin. Important to this discussion is the distinction 

between monophthongs and diphthongs, a single vowel sound and two vowel sounds spoken 

together, respectively (International Phonetic Association, 2015). A few vowel sounds 

characteristic of Wisconsinites served as fuel for our research, and we hoped to find examples of 

them throughout our data collection process. 

The first is known as the low-back merger, also referred to as the cot-caught merger. 

Here, the /ɑ/ sound and the /ɔ/ sound both merge to be /ɑ/. For example, one might pronounce 

both ‘cot’ and ‘caught’ as ‘cot’ (Benson et. al., 2011, 287). This phenomenon is referred to as the 

low-back merger because both of the phonemes that merge are articulated with the tongue low in 

the mouth and towards the back. The second commonly seen vowel shift in Wisconsin is known 

as pre-velar raising. "Raising" refers to the tongue moving higher in the mouth than in the 
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original sound, and ‘velar’ is a consonant classification that alludes to place of articulation, the 

most common of which being ‘g’. Therefore, vowels are raised before a ‘g’, such as in the word 

‘bag’. The most common vowel shift is from /æ/ to /e/, turning ‘bag’ into sounding like ‘beyg’. 

Benson also refers to this phenomenon as /æ/-raising since it is so commonly found to occur in 

this specific vowel known as an ‘ash’ (Benson et. al., 2011, 277). 

Similar to other linguistic trends and anomalies, these vowel shifts are not without 

historical background. The Northern Cities Shift (NCS) is an idea that is crucial to understanding 

Midwestern vowels as a whole. The NCS is characterized by vowels shifting, or transferring 

from person to person until the linguistic phenomena has geographically spread, from the East 

Coast of the United States towards Wisconsin, covering parts of Northern Illinois and Southern 

Michigan around the Great Lakes (Labov et. al., 2006, 187-190). William Labov, a renowned 

linguist, theorized that the start of this dialectal expansion was due to the westward movement of 

workers constructing the Erie Canal in New York (Labov et. al., 2006, 191). The geographic 

regions that he has found to be similar in characteristic are evident when looking at the regions 

he so famously mapped onto North America, specifically the “Inland North” region (Appendix 

A). Many phonetic changes are attributed to this shift, including the cot-caught merger, and 

similarities still exist today between these seemingly geographically separated regions. Labov 

also stated that this was “the most widespread change in contemporary English” (Purnell et. al., 

2013, 7). 

Also crucial to the studying of language is the concept of dialectal boundaries. It is vital 

to recognize that many definitive maps and graphics currently exist with claims of authentic 

borders between dialects, and some are based on perception while others are based on research 
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studies such as ours. As with much of geography, many borders are subjectively and socially 

constructed. However, it is important to examine those which have been tested in other research 

studies in order to compare our data to a reference point of sorts. One of the most widely 

accepted dialectal maps is in The Atlas of North American English, largely created and compiled 

by William Labov (Labov et. al., 2006). Labov’s map gives somewhat fuzzy boundaries to 

dialects in North America, since language is often fluid across space with anomalies existing 

within said boundaries. Labov noted that African American Vernacular English (AAVE) is the 

only dialect that he has not been able to easily place onto this map, as it does not have a specific 

region where it is more prevalent than others (Labov et. al., 2006). 

Income, while not directly correlated, is often accepted as a factor of socioeconomic class 

(SES). Research has shown SES to correlate with linguistic features in a variety of manners. We 

once again turn to William Labov's research for this evidence, especially his infamous findings 

in New York's department stores. He studied class and New York /r/-dropping, resulting in a 

clear correlation between this phenomenon and SES (Hickey, 2010, 4). It has ultimately been 

theorized that families living in poverty speak less supportively to their children, causing early 

language processing skills to be slower than in children in more privileged families (Carey, 

2013). "Vernacular English" is typically deemed as language that is non-standard, but debates 

still exist over whether or not we can deem vernacular to be synonymous with "incorrect", as it is 

typically associated with populations of lower SES (Hickey, 2010, 3). It is typical for lines to be 

blurry between income and race, which is why a survey of SES and language is generally more 

effective than income alone (Carey, 2013). Further studies have been performed by Basil 

Bernstein, who conducted surveys on working class and upper class boys in London. He found 
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vocal factors and regression for specific sounds differed between these two communities 

(Bernstein, 2003, 49). 

We had hoped to observe many of these key phonetic concepts appearing in our own 

survey findings, along with lexical variation by geography. It is important to note that, while we 

had focused on lexicon and phonetics in our study, there are other branches of linguistics that 

may be useful to understand as well. Morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics are not to 

be ignored if notable abnormalities appear in our recordings: the study of the formation of words, 

the formation of sentences, relationships between phrases, and relationships between 

expressions, respectively (International Phonetic Association, 2015). In a broader context, these 

are typically more difficult to quantify and attach to geographic locations, therefore, our group 

remained focused on phonetics and lexicon. 

An important component of determining a person’s phonetic habits is observing where 

said person grew up during the critical language learning period of their life, which is ranges 

from about five until puberty (Roberts, 1959). Part of our research methodology involves 

recording the place of birth, childhood adolescence, and early teen years of the participant. We 

cannot simply ask, “Where were you born?”, to trace linguistic habits, as an area of residence is 

not always static. We must instead survey various points in time during childhood growth and 

adolescence to make more concrete assumptions about the people we are researching and their 

linguistics backgrounds. It is evident that parents have a great influence on the speech of their 

children. Hoff describes a study of mothers with higher socioeconomic status talked to their 

children more for conversational purposes than for direction, often using richer vocabulary (Hoff 

2006, 60). As a result of these interactions, the children surveyed were better equipped to 
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respond to adult speech and scored higher on standardized tests than children of lower 

socioeconomic status who heard less speech and vocabulary overall. But while a parent’s 

influence is critical, a child’s linguistic habits begin to be influenced more from speaking with 

their peers at later stages of life. Hoff  also mentions,  “...the fact that languages change over 

historical time means that children do not end up speaking exactly as their parents do—they 

follow their peers, and they do so from at least the age of 3 years (Hoff, 2006, 70). A 

participant’s stages of development need to be traced throughout their development in order to 

more accurately examine the factors that have affected their speech patterns. 

To understand linguistic variation over space, it is important to be able to understand how 

language has changed throughout history as a result of immigration and the blending of different 

cultures. By observing where certain communities formed, we become more equipped to 

distinguish origins of phonetic and lexical habits of a region. From this, we can trace the 

influence a language has had on the contemporary vernacular, as well as as identifying where the 

boundaries of those regions may end. Frazer delves into the topic of community-language 

historical background in his study, “Cultural Geography in Illinois”, where he relates place name 

to a specific community or language. He discusses for example, “The name New Lenox, on the 

other hand, occurs only in Massachusetts, and if we find New Lenox situated in an area where 

other New England place names and speech forms occur, we can be reasonably sure that the 

name is of New England origin” (Frazer, 1978, 23). He utilizes a history of migration to make 

sense of regional phenomena in contemporary Illinois. 

In Frazer’s previously mentioned work, certain regions (North Midland, South Midland, 

etc.) were effective examples from Illinois to explain language phenomena that would have 
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resulted from migration to the state. He builds upon these conclusions in a later article, 

“Attitudes in Regional Pronunciation”. This research study showcases the methods used to 

compare and contrast different phonetic traits in the speech of different dialectical regions of the 

same state, such as using IPA to transcribe the speech and utilizing statistical methods to more 

closely compare regions. Although Frazer attempted to define dialectical regions of Illinois and 

the Midwest, other research on the topic have been critical of his scope as being too narrow with 

regards to lack of context for each individual region (Davis, 1995, 371-372). The conclusions 

made about the defined regions do not apply to the entire United States, where results may be 

relative to a different part of the country. 

The relative nature of defining certain regions of dialect is discussed in “What 

Determines a Dialect Area?” As Frazer described a Midland region of North and South, Davis’ 

criticizes this generalization. Davis explains that we should not make faulty assumptions about 

dialectical regions because, “the further west one goes in the United States, the more dialect 

mixture one encounters, and that terms like southern and/or northern become increasingly less 

descriptive and therefore less useful” (Davis, 1995, 371). Distinctive dialectal regions must go 

beyond observing the history of a specific region. Although it plays a large role, we must be 

cautious when making assumptions based on historical context alone. Dialectical lines can begin 

to be drawn, but making such distinctions may exclude outliers which could give context to a 

larger history of a region (Davis, 1995, 379). 

A number of other studies have also been done on the matter of the development of 

dialect and accent. It is known that language comes quickly to humans and that understanding of, 

not only language, but also of accent: “Children’s selective trust in native-accented speakers” 
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found that, by the age of four, a child could reliably identify an accent and display a preference 

towards the accents they have grown alongside (Kinzler et al., 2011). As such, it is reasonable to 

suggest that speech patterns begins before this age. It was found in “Development and Phonetic 

Differentiation of Speech Movement Patterns” that the movements of the tongue and mouth 

depend on age: measuring those of four to five year olds, ten to eleven year olds, and adults. At 

age four to five, it was found that movements were elastic and full of variation, solidified with 

age. By age ten to eleven, the movements had been mostly steady and remained at that point 

through adulthood (Goffman and Smith 1999, 650). As such, there is a value placed on the 

locations in which one grows in the years before age ten, which is reason to include this stage of 

life our survey. 

While it is clear that differences correlate with geographic variation, there is, of course, 

the question of how these differences come about. Fox and Jacewicz’s study demonstrated the 

differences between phonetics in Wisconsin, Ohio, and North Carolina, finding that diphthongs 

are found more commonly in Ohio and Wisconsin, and shorter vowel sounds were found in 

Wisconsin than elsewhere (Fox and Jacewicz, 2009). A further example, “The Northern Cities 

Shift in Chicago,” while principally regarding the metropolitan area of Chicago, displays that 

Chicago’s vowels were pronounced at a significantly lower frequency than other cities in the 

region (McCarthy 2011, 173-175). Through this research, it can be seen that differences exist 

within geographical boundaries and such characteristics are spaced across the lifetime of an 

individual, informing the efforts of our research. Beyond the matters of how dialect is developed, 

there is also the matter of how such data is gathered. 
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One narrative in the field of dialect geography over the previous decades has been the 

revolution in data collection and collation. Linguistic datasets must be extensive and of high 

empirical quality in order for analysis by modern statistical methods to be effective (Goebl, 

2006, 423). In the 19th and 20th centuries, most such datasets barely reached this mark, and even 

then only at great expense and effort. To gather data for the Linguistic Atlas of France, for 

example, it took fieldworkers four years between 1897 and 1901 to assemble a 1,500-item corpus 

consisting of just 735 informants and representing 638 communes (Centre National de la 

Recherche Scientifique, 2017). 

The same technological advances that enable modern statistical analysis have also 

begotten new data sources and data collection methods able to yield corpora sufficient for such 

analysis. Recent research, for example, has used online archival copies of local newspapers to 

more easily compile a 26-million-word, 206-city collection of letters to the editor (Grieve, 

Speelman, and Geeraerts, 2011, 3-4). Yuan, in his analysis, used a one-year, geo-tagged corpus 

of Twitter data consisting of 924 million tweets, 7.8 billion words, and 6.6 million unique 

informants (Yuan et. al., 2016, 244). 

However, the application of those technological advances to data collection and collation 

has, until recently, outpaced their application to the research methodology employed in the 

subsequent analysis of those data. Traditional, manual methods of analysis typically were 

subjective and statistically unsound, especially so in the American tradition of dialect studies 

(Grieve, Speelman, and Geeraerts, 2011, 2-3). This tradition, according to Grieve, follows three 

principal steps. First, individual linguistic features are examined by the dialectologist in order to 

create a map of isoglosses—lines on a dialect map marking the boundary between linguistic 
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features—with each isogloss separating areas where that feature is present or absent. Second, 

isoglosses which exhibit similar patterns of regional variation are bundled together. Third and 

finally, those bundles are taken to delineate dialect regions within the geography of study. 

Subjectivity enters into this approach whenever the researcher draws an isogloss to represent an 

assumed pattern, or selects which features will be bundled to create a dialect region (Grieve, 

Speelman, and Geeraerts, 2011, 1-3). 

A quantitative European approach known as dialectometry is less subjective and more 

replicable. In dialectometry, all individual variables are first aggregated in order to characterize a 

location before performing analysis. In essence, a “linguistic profile” of each location in the 

corpus is generated based on the data collected at that location. The linguistic distance 

comparison of those profiles is used to identify dialect regions, at the expense of knowledge 

about how individual linguistic features vary across the landscape (Grieve, Speelman, and 

Geeraerts, 2011, 2-3). 

Several studies have shown how modern statistical methods may be integrated into the 

American tradition in order to extract the advantages of the European approach, such as those by 

Lee and Kretzschmar in 1993, Nerbonne and Heeringa in 2009, and again by Grieve, Speelman, 

and Geeraerts in 2013. Indeed, it is the computing power of modern technology that enables 

those methods, which use techniques such as layered spatial analysis, cluster analysis, and spatial 

autocorrelation to arrive at statistically sound regional dialect divisions without obscuring the 

distribution patterns of individual features. The sheer size and complexity of these datasets will 

require a process for measuring dialectal differences to be quantified and standardized (Nerbonne 

and Heeringa, 2009, 563). 
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These developments have improved the American approach and proffered more refined 

theories about language feature distribution. Grieve’s work goes so far as to discredit a classic 

theory from the Atlas of North American English that historical settlement patterns determined 

dialectal regions (Grieve, Speelman, and Geeraerts, 2013, 50). While the methods may be more 

sound, Yuan has admitted that datasets like his may not be as demographically representative as 

previous corpora (Yuan, 2016, 254). If ease-of-access becomes too great a factor in data 

collection and collation decisions, the quality of geographic language variation research may 

ultimately decline. 

In terms of more qualitative research, The Dictionary of American Regional English 

(DARE) is often referred to as a foundational language study on which many have been based. 

The researchers conducted recordings across the nation throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, 

largely consisting of fill-in-the-blank lexical questions (DARE, 2013). The results were then 

mapped, later to be explored interactively by the linguistic community on a cartogram distorted 

by population. The results are somewhat outdated given the time in which they were collected; 

however, the data is an excellent starting point to facilitate the formation of newer language 

studies. The project has since been revisited, with new surveys conducted in 2013 within 

Wisconsin (DARE, 2013). 

 Another similar linguistic survey that has recently surfaced is that of Bert Vaux, a 

professor of phonology and morphology at the University of Cambridge. This survey began in 

2007, and data has been continuously collected via online questionnaire ever since (Vaux and 

Jøhndal, 2007). The results are available in the form of scalable web maps, offering the 

opportunity to explore trends at large or small scales. There is a significant amount of overlap in 
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the questions that Vaux asks with our own survey questions, and it has been a useful resource 

with which we have examined similarities and differences to our own findings. 

 Relevant research, however, is not always found in survey form. Erica Benson at the 

University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire has researched vowel properties in Wisconsin extensively, 

her researched centered around ‘low’ vowels in Northwest Wisconsin. She discusses the 

low-back merger and pre-velar raising, both phenomena prevalent in the Midwest that we are 

hoping to see in our survey results (Benson et. al., 2011, 287). She also tackles large sets of data, 

including frequency differences in subjects that exhibit pre-velar raising. Her piece, "The Bag 

That Scott Bought", identifies anomalies in speech common in certain parts of Wisconsin, and 

hopefully we will be able to draw comparisons between her scientific analysis of vowels and 

frequency (Benson et. al., 2011, 288-293). 

 Also examining speech in Wisconsin is Wisconsin Talk, a book written by professors at 

the University of Wisconsin–Madison. This book gives a historical account of language variation 

in Wisconsin, offering rationale for why certain differences exist. The phonological and lexical 

variations for which it offers context seem either outdated or rural, and we don't expect to see 

many of these changes in students on our college campus due to changes over both time and 

space. An example would be turning ‘wash’ into ‘warsh’ (Purnell et. al., 2013, 65). While some 

people still use this, it seems as though it is associated with an older age group or a more rural 

geography. There are also many examples of what appear to be older German words. However, 

there are many incredibly useful examples, such as the historical context for ‘bubbler’ and the 

vowel shift in ‘bag’ and other -ag or ‘pre-velar’ words (Purnell et. al., 2013, 74). As stated in the 
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introduction, an understanding of Wisconsin's history, including immigration origins, may lead 

us to understand phenomena that we observe during our study. 

 

Methods  

Participation 

Participants were surveyed in the vicinity of the UW-Madison campus. Potential 

participants were approached in person. Once approached, potential participants were informed 

of the purposes and methods of the study, the option to remove themselves from the data pool in 

the future if they wished, and were offered access to both the final research paper and the 

presentation of our findings. All aspects of the CITI standards for interaction with participants 

were fully upheld. 

Stimuli 

Stimulus was composed of phonetic and linguistic components in an effort to create a 

more comprehensive set of data. Phonetic stimuli was comprised of a question to which the 

participant audibly responded in order to gather spontaneous speech, with their choice of 

direction, as well as a prepared paragraph which the participant was asked to recite. The 

question: “What is a three-sentence summary of the worst class you’ve ever taken?” was asked 

to both analyze phonetic patterns as well as linguistic tendencies in the participant’s spontaneous 

speech. The paragraph recited was analyzed for phonetic variation, particularly keywords such as 

‘taught’, ‘tot’, ‘pecans’, and ‘verbosity’, vowel sounds with which we were interested in 

discovering the degree to which they displayed geographic variability. 
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Further questions were answered through text-inputs into a Qualtrics survey rather than a 

verbal response. Demographic information was then asked: the gender identity, their year at 

university, and the locations they grew up in. Gender identity was asked by requesting 

participants to input their preferred gender identifying pronouns, which are then compiled based 

upon pronouns. Differences in methods of stating pronouns will be compiled when reasonable; 

e.g., an input of ‘she’ and of ‘she/her/hers’, while not the same, were deemed similar enough to 

be reasonably compiled. Participants were then be asked to denote up to three locations where 

they were raised, with each place coordinating with a specific range of ages: 0-4, 4-10, and 

10-13. In instances where they could not answer with ZIP codes, answering with place names 

was acceptable, though in such instances the data points were not included in certain analyses of 

the effects of location on linguistic patterns. 

Finally, participants were asked to view a collection of images which have a variety of 

names by which they are called. Participants were asked to input the term that they immediately 

use when referring to the item; e.g., an image of the device used to dispense drinkable water 

which is attached to walls may have been referred to as a ‘bubbler’, ‘drinking fountain’, ‘water 

fountain’, or any number of other possible responses. As participants were allowed to input 

answers of their choice without any form of identifying text with the images, and the 

administrator of the survey did not at any point identify the visual in such fashion, the chances 

for participants to be biased towards specific answers were reduced as much as possible. 

While technically not an interview, the survey takes the same potential pitfalls and 

prepares against them, as described for when creating an interview (Booth, 2008, 82). Questions 
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had been shaped to ensure they remain on point, and the option to designate a place by name, as 

opposed to ZIP codes, ensured that surveys would not grind to a halt. 

Recording Data 

Data was recorded in two fashions. Demographic information and image identification 

was collected and stored on via Qualtrics survey technology to be later moved to private account 

storage accessible only by research members. Audio data was collected through the usage of 

iPads and then transferred to the same private storage as the Qualtrics data. No data formatting 

included personally identifying markers of those surveyed. All data obtained via Qualtrics was 

kept in one file, while audio files were named by the researcher administering the survey as well 

as the date and time surveyed, e.g. McKenzie Oct 19 9:21. This form of data formatting was 

done to ensure that, while files would remain recognizable to researchers, no personal 

information would be compromised by them. As no personally identifying information would be 

within the audio files themselves, there was little to no security risk at play for participants. 

In total, seventy-nine data points were collected. Some were discounted within specific 

modes of analysis, as they could not be accurately placed within the forms used. For instance, 

when analyzing location and speech patterns, those who failed to provide three instances of ZIP 

codes were not utilized for certain analyses. Following the publication of the presentation and 

academic findings, any and all extraneous data were expunged, to further protect participant 

anonymity.  

In terms of deriving phonetics from the gathered audio, researchers were each assigned a 

number of keywords or sounds which had been noted for multiple ways of being pronounced, 

which carried with implications on the phonetic development, and thus geographic location. 
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From here, each researcher listened to every individual audio file, determining in what manner 

each word was pronounced from a possible list of two to four possibilities. In an instance where 

the participant did not provide the correct word—such as saying ‘lawmakers’ instead of 

‘lawyers’—their data was marked as a response that was ‘not applicable’. 

 
Results and Analysis 

 
We gathered 79 survey responses in total, stretching across the United States and 

including several international samples. As expected, the majority of our responses came from 

the midwest, centered on Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Northern Illinois. Each survey captured 

demographic and lexical data, as well as an audio sample. The demographic data consisted of 

preferred pronouns, year in school, and three ZIP codes. Depending on the number of different 

ZIP codes each participant gave, we derived a value for the number of times they moved. The 

lexical data consisted of vocabulary choice to describe 5 distinct objects: tennis shoes, soda, 

roundabout, firefly, and drinking fountain. The phonological data was derived from the audio 

file, an consisted of the participant’s pronunciation of the words pecan, caramel, crayon, bag, 

taught, syrup, verbosity, and lawyers. We also compared the pronunciations of taught versus tot 

and recorded if that participant said the words differently. Our entire result table can be found in 

Appendix I. 

Notably, our responses are geographically fragmented and sparse, a fact which influenced 

our approach to data analysis. The midwestern extent of our survey population is presented in 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Midwestern Survey Population Extent. Our survey population viewed in ArcMap 10.4. 
Significant clusters of responses also existed in Northern California and along the east coast of 
the United States. Sketches of Purnell et. al.’s and Labov et. al.’s linguistic regions are overlaid 

on the extent. 
 

We analyzed our data along three different tracks. Using the Fisher’s Exact test, we 

examined possible correlation between movement and dialect. With the chi-squared statistic, we 

tested for correlation between different linguistic characteristics within our survey population. 

Finally, we examined the relationship between location and dialect using a visual spatial proxy 

for statistical cluster analysis. 

Movement vs. Dialect with Fisher’s Exact Test 
 

Initially, we had intended to examine the correlation between movement and dialect with 

a Kruskal-Wallis H-test. Early in our analysis, however, we were receiving 0-values for the test 

statistic, suggesting that our data did not meet the assumptions required for the Kruskal-Wallis 
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test. Since our sample sizes were so low, it's possible that the histograms for each category had 

significantly different distributions, which would have rendered the test statistic invalid. 

Instead, we performed a Fisher’s Exact test. Fisher’s Exact works by calculating every 

possible shape that a distribution may take, so it is appropriate for and conducive to analyzing 

datasets with small sample sizes. We used a level of significance of 5%, a statistical literature 

standard, and performed the Fisher’s exact test on all nine phonological variables and all five 

lexical variables. For this test, we removed any rows for which the pronunciation was unclear or 

ambiguous. 

The contingency tables for each variable can be found in Appendix H. Our analysis 

revealed that the Fisher’s Exact statistics for three variables were under the level of significance: 

tennis shoes, syrup, and crayon. The contingency tables for those three variables are reproduced 

below: 

Tennis Shoes Number of Times Moved 

Lexical Variant Never Once Twice Total per 
Variant 

“Sneakers” 6 6 7 19 

“Gym Shoes” 3 1 0 4 

“Tennis Shoes” 22 8 2 32 

“Running Shoes” 6 3 0 9 

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64 

Computed Fisher’s Exact P-value 0.044 

Figure 3: Tennis Shoes Contingency Table. The contingency table for the Fisher’s Exact Test for 
the lexical variable “tennis shoes”. 
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“Crayon” Number of Times Moved 

Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per variant 

kræn  32 11 4 47 

kreɪˌɑn 5 7 5 17 

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64 

Computed Fisher’s Exact P-value 0.011 

Figure 4: Crayon Contingency Table. The contingency table for the Fisher’s Exact Test for the 
phonological variable “crayon”. 

 

“Syrup” Number of Times Moved 

Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per variant 

sirəp 11 8 7 26 

sɪrəp 26 10 2 38 

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64 

Computed Fisher’s Exact P-value 0.034 

Figure 5: Syrup Contingency Table. The contingency table for the Fisher’s Exact Test for the 
phonological variable “syrup”. 

 

The variable ‘tennis shoes’ was very close to the level of significance, but just under it, 

while the ‘crayon’ was the lowest, at 0.011. 

 
Dialect vs. Dialect with Chi-Squared 

 
Using a chi-squared test, we compared and tested the relationship between two of our 

observations of the pronunciations of caramel (/kɛrəməl/ and /kɑrmɛl/) with the two observations 

of the pronunciation of pecan (/pɪkɑn/ and /pikæn/) to try and find any statistical significance 

between the two samples. The null and alternative hypotheses used were, “How people 
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pronounce ‘caramel’ is independent of how ‘pecan’ is pronounced, and “How people pronounce 

‘caramel’ is related to how ‘pecan’ is pronounced”. The table that consists of the pronunciations 

is presented on Figure 6, and includes the observed values from our data collection and the 

calculated expected values. Before calculating any values, we pre-determined a significance 

level of 5%. When calculating the chi-squared statistic, we received a test statistic of 0.1723, 

from the table we received a degree of freedom of 1, and a P-value that fell between 70% and 

50%. With a significance level of 5% compared with our P-value between 70% and 50%, since 

the P-value was greater than the significance level, this means we did not have strong enough 

evidence against the null hypothesis to be able to reject it.  

 

observed/expected /ˈkɑr məl/ /kær ə məl/ Total 

/pɪkɑn/ 36 / 36.75 21 / 20.75 57 

/pikæn/ 13 / 12.25 6 / 6.75 19 

Total 49 27 76 

Figure 6: Testing for correlation between the pronunciations of “pecan” and “caramel”. 

 
The relationship between word choices for image four and image five was also tested, so 

as to determine whether a person who answered with a particular term for image four would then 

have a tendency towards a specific term for image five. An alternative hypothesis was that there 

would be a statistically significant tendency for specific word pairs, e.g. those who used the word 

firefly for image four would be more likely to also use the word bubbler to refer to image five. 
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The null hypothesis is that there is no significant variation in word selection, with a cutoff for 

statistical significance at 0.05. 

The data for this evaluation was taken from those who answered image four with either 

firefly or lightning bug and those who answered image five with drinking fountain, water 

fountain, and bubbler, the total of which comes to 74.  In calculations performed for the data 

shown in Figure 7, the chi-squared value was determined to be 1.615, with two degrees of 

freedom. As such, the calculated P-value is 0.446, and therefore not statistically significant, not 

rejecting the null hypothesis. As such, it can be expected that there is no association between the 

tendency to select a particular word for image four and a word for image five.  

 

Words Drinking 
Fountain 

Water Fountain Bubbler Total 

Firefly 10/13.5% [0.15] 16/21.6% [0.09] 18/24.3% [0.417] 44/59.5% 

Lightning Bug 9/12.2% [0.218] 13/17.6% [0.131] 8/10.8% [0.613] 30/40.5% 

Total 19/25.7% 29/39.2% 26/35.1% 74/100% 

Figure 7: Testing for correlation between image four answers and image five answers. 
 
Location vs. Dialect with Visual Cluster Analysis 

 
With the amount of data that we have collected, it was not feasible to perform a statistical 

cluster analysis. To do such a test, we would have needed over ten responses from all of the ZIP 

codes from which we received data, which was not reasonable for the amount of time we had to 

conduct our research. That being said, we were able to perform a proxy cluster analysis using 

visual perception of area and space to show linguistic variations, or lack thereof, by region.  
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In Appendices B-G, the participant data was divided into regions based on two notable 

sets of linguistic boundaries: that of Purnell, Raimy, and Salmons (2013) and that of William 

Labov et. al. (2006), shown in detail in Appendix A. Labov et. al.'s regions were created at the 

continental scale for North American English, while Purnell et. al.'s extent encompasses most of 

Wisconsin and parts of Illinois, Minnesota, and Iowa. Since we determined the regions in which 

each participant fell by visual analysis, we were then able to include those data points that had 

listed place names rather than ZIP codes (e.g. Batavia, IL). Our ZIP code data was viewed at 

higher resolution than the comparative regions; any ambiguous ZIP data was sorted into its 

respective region using our judgment as visually defined by Figure 2, replicating the lines as 

closely as possible. 

Each individual figure within the cluster analysis appendices looks at one linguistic 

phenomena or word, divided by specific regions, and classified by which age group was 

specified for the ZIP code. For example, the first graphic (Appendix B) is for "Lexicon - Image 

1" depicting athletic shoes, with the ZIP codes divided by Purnell et. al.'s regions for our 

participants at age zero to four. Each hexagon represents one participant, and the varying number 

of hexagons by age group would account for participants that have moved throughout the 

regions, defined by the age categories included in our survey. The hexagons were then colored 

according to which sound or word was either answered or spoken by the participant, making it 

simpler to view the clustering and overall patterns in each region. Further along in our discussion 

we will examine particular examples that are notable and what they imply regarding the validity 

of both sets of regions based on our findings. 

 
Discussion  
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In the Fisher’s Exact test, it is important to note that the value for “number of times 

moved” was derived from ZIP code data; we did not directly ask individuals the number of times 

that they moved. Instead, we inferred this from the changes in the ZIP codes that the participants 

reported. We only allowed participants to report 3 different ZIP codes, which could affect the 

results.  

Nevertheless, our analysis rejected the null hypothesis for 3 variables and allows us to 

say with confidence that it is likely that an individual's word preference for describing tennis 

shoes, their pronunciation of the word "crayon", and their pronunciation of the word "syrup" are 

related to the number of times they have moved. 

Since the vowel sounds in these words have never been observed to vary significantly 

over geographies, our result here could suggest that for some sounds, it is change in location that 

affects pronunciation, not just location itself. Some sounds may be more universal than others, so 

individuals default to those sounds when they are very mobile early in life. Furthermore, it could 

suggest that particular vowel sounds are more prone to being affected by movement than others. 

In the results for the first the chi-squared statistic we calculated between the 

pronunciations of ‘pecan’ and ‘caramel’, we found that due to the P-value being greater than the 

predetermined significance level that did not have strong enough statistical evidence against the 

null hypothesis to be able to reject it. This implies that there may not be any significant 

relationship between how people pronounce these two words, although spatial tests of 

significance on some other words that have a more region-specific belonging may provide results 

of higher significance. 
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The lack of ability to reject the null hypothesis regarding the relationship between the 

chosen term for image four and the one for image five shows that there is no observable 

relationship between word choices for the two. This runs counter to what would have been 

expected, with distinct geographic areas having specific word choices more common to them, 

and thusly, choices of one word in a region would result in the usage of another word similarly 

common to the region. The results presented herein could suggest that regional distinctions with 

word choice are blurring—that within the context of modern communications, and with 

transportation between regions being more common, residents of each region are more exposed 

to the word choices from other regions, and therefore less likely to be constrained to those 

traditionally associated with their region. This hypothesis; however, would need to be backed up 

by further research before anything conclusive could be said. 

In order to examine the degree to which our visual cluster results are valid, we must 

examine expected linguistic features in certain regions along with theorized dialectal boundaries. 

The drawing of linguistic boundaries is typically a process of fuzzy inclusion, one that is not 

typically definitive and comprehensive but more of an approximate guide. That being said, they 

are useful guides with which to test the data that we have collected. Purnell et. al.’s regions, 

featured in Wisconsin Talk (2013) reach broader than state boundaries; Chicago is included in the 

same zone as Milwaukee, and Minnesota’s Twin Cities are grouped in with northern Wisconsin; 

all important distinctions when examining the features examined in the UW–Madison 

community. 

The two most notable and audible characteristics that we expected to find, as discussed in 

Erica Benson’s study, are the low-back merger and pre-velar raising (Benson et. al., 2011, 278). 
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As stated earlier, these two phenomena are said to occur specifically in Northwest Wisconsin, 

which lands in Purnell et. al.’s “North Central” region (Appendix A). We found a higher 

percentage of participants who displayed these characteristics in the words “bag” (pre-velar 

raising) and “taught” (low-back, or cot-caught, merger) in the North Central region than in 

Inland North region, depicted by the “bag” and “taught” graphics in Appendices B, C, and D. In 

both of these examples, yellow is used to depict the expected anomaly, and the evidence of 

yellow clusters in the North Central region suggests that Benson's claim of the spatial prevalence 

of these phenomena is valid. They would also suggest that the Purnell et. al. regions are drawn 

"correctly", so to speak; notable variation between regions would imply that they are 

linguistically distinct. 

When the results are divided up into Labov et. al.'s theorized regions (Appendices E-G), 

it becomes a bit harder to come to such conclusions about validity. This is due to the relatively 

small sample size in regions farther from Madison, such as The West and New York. With fewer 

participants from these regions, it is hard to make any grand conclusions or draw any spatial 

patterns, yet they are still helpful in viewing our data in a different manner. For instance, in 

Appendix E-1, the first graphic for athletic shoes is an interesting one to dissect: "gym shoes" 

appears to be an exclusively Chicagoan response, as the red cluster in Labov's Inland North 

shows. However, Chicago is not a distinct region, it is still included along with much of 

Michigan and Southeastern Wisconsin. This anomaly either suggests that smaller, more precise 

linguistic distinctions may occur on a more finite scale than that at which Labov drew his 

boundaries. 
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The Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE), as discussed earlier, is likely too 

outdated of a resource with which we can compare our results. However, the project has since 

been revisited in 2013, and one notable map resembled ours. The maps in the modern-day DARE 

surveys are harder to draw spatial conclusions due to their sparsely-located point symbols, yet 

we can see some resemblance to our results for the great pop versus soda debate in Figure 8. 

Since the picture on the left shows a large cluster of ‘soda’ around Southeastern Wisconsin and 

the majority of ‘pop’ responses in the Northwest, our graphic on the right appears to makes sense 

in that it has similarly clustered lexicon.  

Figure 8: Pop vs. soda in Wisconsin (left) (DARE, 2013) compared to our results for pop vs. 
soda (right) (Appendix B). 

 
 

 Several words consistently showed no notable variations or clusters, which we mostly 

expected. Many of the words we tested have not been proven to vary geographically in other 

case studies, thus validating our findings (Vaux and Jøhndal, 2007). These anticlimactic, so to 
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speak, words or phenomena come in two different forms: those which show an even distribution 

across boundaries and those which show little to no variance from the normal form in any region. 

Both "pecan" and "caramel" are exemplary of the former, and "lawyers" and "verbosity" display 

the latter. Refer to the appendices to view the clusters and explore your own conclusions, just as 

we have.  

 
Conclusion 

Based on our research and analysis, we have started to form an idea of where the 

UW-Madison community fits in the existing linguistic landscape. Geographically variant 

linguistic phenomena that have previously been observed by other researchers, such as pre-velar 

raising, manifest in the students, faculty, and staff at UW–Madison as well. We also made 

strides in examining the potential geographic patterning of other linguistic variables that hadn’t 

been mapped before, including word choice for “firefly” and the pronunciation of “lawyers” and 

“verbosity”. 

Our Fisher’s Exact tests enabled us to state affirmatively that there is some association 

between movement during the critical period for language development and select linguistic 

characteristics. Word choice for tennis shoes, the pronunciation of “crayon”, and the 

pronunciation of “syrup” all correlate with the number of times someone has moved. While we 

weren’t able to reject any null hypotheses using the chi-squared, we believe that this may suggest 

linguistic distinctions are becoming less explicit as populations grow more mobile in 

contemporary times. Our proxy cluster analysis revealed the prevalence of certain phenomena in 

selected regions, yet was inconclusive for others. Overall, we have just begun to scratch the 
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surface of the broad fields of sociolinguistics and linguistic research, leaving much room for 

future endeavors. 

 
Further Research 

 
In an idealized study, significantly more time would have been given to the collection of 

data, and the methods of gathering participants would have been changed. Obtaining a larger 

amount of data would allow for more detailed analysis on the nature of location and phonetics, 

particularly as the chosen method of measuring locations, zip codes, did not have enough data 

gathered for each zip code used to allow for proper analysis. Should the necessary amount of 

participants been gathered, smaller-scale analysis would have been possible. In order to facilitate 

this change in data collection, an opt-in stratified random sampling would serve in a long-term 

study as the basis for data collection, serving as a more welcoming alternative to the method of 

data collection utilized in the actual study. This would also limit the selection bias that was 

admittedly present in the study. Furthermore, the survey would also take place in a controlled 

environment, so as to ensure both that audio quality remains consistent, as well as to ensure that 

environmental cues do not have an effect on the participants decisions.  

Analysis would have also been different had there been a longer amount of time. In 

particular, the ‘natural’ speech portion of the data gathered with our interview-like question, 

which was not analysed due to time constraints, would be analysed, in particular to look for 

‘hedging’—the process by which speech is softened, using other words or phrases in order to 

appear more polite, to not be as constraining, or any combination of the above. Examples include 

‘sort of’, ‘you know?’, and ‘like’. Hedging has been associated with gender, with different 

genders favoring various forms of hedging (Dixon and Foster, 1997), and further research would 
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allow for the researchers to weigh in on this phenomenon and the degree to which it correlates 

with our findings. We would also like to acknowledge what Labov termed the “observer’s 

paradox”—a phrase used to describe the concept that a subject’s language may change due to 

awareness that they are being recorded—and how our natural speech portion may have strayed 

from this specific type of potential bias (Hickey, 2010, 4). 

Further time for analysis would also allow for us to perform more analysis of the forms 

already done—for instance, the chi-squared analysis done on the relationships between specific 

phonetic or linguistic patterns could be applied to all possible combinations, which has the 

potential of further observed trends in the collected data, or for new patterns to emerge. Other 

potential future research would be done on our survey population’s places of living to determine 

if those regions have roots in Germanic, Norwegian, or other any other notable ethnic groups. By 

identifying migratory concentrations during the 19th and 20th centuries, greater insight into 

where certain sounds or phrases have originated could be obtained, as well as to whether those 

roots are still relevant in a modern context. This ties into the findings present due to an inability 

to reject the null hypothesis, and to whether or not the dialectic regions previously found are as 

noticeable and clear-cut in modern times. 
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Appendix A 36
Dialect Regions

1. The West  
2. North Central 5. NYC
3. The North  6. Mid-Atlantic
4. Inland North 7. Florida

The North

North Central

The West

Florida

NYC
Inland North

Mid-Atlantic

William Labov (2006)

Purnell, Raimy, Salmons (2013)

North
Central

Inland
North

Upper
Midlands

WI

IL

MN

IA

1. Inland North    2. North Central    3. Upper Midlands

other Labov regions



Appendix B
Purnell et. al., Age 0-4

Regions Lexicon - Image 1 Lexicon - Image 2

Lexicon - Image 3 Lexicon - Image 4 Lexicon - Image 5

Phonetics - Pecan Phonetics - Caramel

Phonetics - Crayon

Phonetics - Bag Phonetics - Tot/taught

Phonetics - Syrup

Phonetics - Verbosity Phonetics - Lawyers

Phonetics - Taught

2
1

3

WI

IL

MN

IA

no data

tennis
shoes
running
shoes
gym
shoes
sneakers

other

kɑrmɛl

kɛrəməl

pəkɑn

pikæn

soda

pop

soft drink

other

round-
about
traffic
circle

firefly

lightning
bug
other

bubbler

drinking
fountain
water
fountain

sɪrəp

kreɪˌɑn

kræn

vɜrboʊsɪti

vɜrbɑsɪti lɔjərz

tɔt

tɔt/tɑt
same

no data

no datano datano data

no data no data

no datano data

no datano datano data

no data

no data

= one participant

sirəp

lɜrz

bæg 

bɛg

beɪg tɑt
different
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Appendix C
Purnell et. al., Age 4-10

Regions Lexicon - Image 1 Lexicon - Image 2

Lexicon - Image 3 Lexicon - Image 4 Lexicon - Image 5

Phonetics - Pecan Phonetics - Caramel

Phonetics - Crayon

Phonetics - Bag Phonetics - Tot/taught

Phonetics - Syrup

Phonetics - Verbosity Phonetics - Lawyers

Phonetics - Taught

2
1

3

WI

IL

MN

IA

no data

tennis
shoes
running
shoes
gym
shoes
sneakers

other

kɑrmɛl

kɛrəməl

pəkɑn

pikæn

soda

pop

soft drink

other

round-
about
traffic
circle

firefly

lightning
bug
other

bubbler

drinking
fountain
water
fountain

sɪrəp

kreɪˌɑn

kræn

vɜrboʊsɪti

vɜrbɑsɪti lɔjərz

tɔt

tɔt/tɑt
same

no data

no data no data no data

no data no data no data

no datano datano data

no data no data no data

sirəp

lɜrz

bæg 

bɛg

beɪg tɑt
different

= one participant
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Appendix D
Purnell et. al., Age 10-13

Regions Lexicon - Image 1 Lexicon - Image 2

Lexicon - Image 3 Lexicon - Image 4 Lexicon - Image 5

Phonetics - Pecan Phonetics - Caramel

Phonetics - Crayon

Phonetics - Bag Phonetics - Tot/taught

Phonetics - Syrup

Phonetics - Verbosity Phonetics - Lawyers

Phonetics - Taught

2
1

3

WI

IL

MN

IA

no data

tennis
shoes
running
shoes
gym
shoes
sneakers

other

kɑrmɛl

kɛrəməl

pəkɑn

pikæn

soda

pop

soft drink

other

round-
about
traffic
circle

other

firefly

lightning
bug
other

bubbler

drinking
fountain
water
fountain

sɪrəp

kreɪˌɑn

kræn

vɜrboʊsɪti

vɜrbɑsɪti lɔjərz

tɔt

tɔt/tɑt
same

no data

no data no data no data

no data no data no data

no datano datano data

no data no data no data

sirəp

lɜrz

bæg 

bɛg

beɪg tɑt
different

= one participant
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Appendix E-1
Labov, Age 0-4

Selected Regions Lexicon - Image 1

tennis
shoes

sodapop soft drink other roundabout traffic circle

firefly lightning bug other

running
shoes

gym
shoes sneakers other

Lexicon - Image 2 Lexicon - Image 3

Lexicon - Image 4 Lexicon - Image 5

Phonetics - Pecan Phonetics - Caramel

1
2

5

3

6 7

4

bubbler drinking
fountain

water
fountain

kɑrmɛl kɛrəməl

no data

pəkɑn pikæn

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data no data

= one participant
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kreɪˌɑnkræn vɜrboʊsɪtivɜrbɑsɪti

Appendix E-2
Labov, Age 0-4

Selected Regions Phonetics - Syrup

Phonetics - Crayon Phonetics - Verbosity

Phonetics - Lawyers Phonetics - Bag

Phonetics - Taught Phonetics - Tot/taught

1
2

5

3

6 7

4

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data no data

sɪrəp

lɔjərz

tɔt tɔt/tɑt same

sirəp

lɜrz invalid response

tɑt

bæg bɛg beɪg

different

= one participant
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Appendix F-1
Labov, Age 4-10

Selected Regions Lexicon - Image 1

tennis
shoes

sodapop soft drink other roundabout traffic circle

firefly lightning bug other

running
shoes

gym
shoes sneakers other

Lexicon - Image 2 Lexicon - Image 3

Lexicon - Image 4 Lexicon - Image 5

Phonetics - Pecan Phonetics - Caramel

1
2

5

3

6 7

4

bubbler drinking
fountain

water
fountain

kɑrmɛl kɛrəməlpəkɑn pikæn

= one participant
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Appendix F-2
Labov, Age 4-10

kreɪˌɑnkræn vɜrboʊsɪtivɜrbɑsɪti

Selected Regions Phonetics - Syrup

Phonetics - Crayon Phonetics - Verbosity

Phonetics - Lawyers Phonetics - Bag

Phonetics - Taught Phonetics - Tot/taught

1
2

5

3

6 7

4

sɪrəp

lɔjərz

tɔt tɔt/tɑt same

sirəp

lɜrz invalid response

tɑt

bæg bɛg beɪg

different

= one participant
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Appendix G-1
Labov, Age 10-13

Selected Regions Lexicon - Image 1

tennis
shoes

sodapop soft drink other roundabout traffic circle other

firefly lightning bug other

running
shoes

gym
shoes sneakers other

Lexicon - Image 2 Lexicon - Image 3

Lexicon - Image 4 Lexicon - Image 5

Phonetics - Pecan Phonetics - Caramel

1
2

5

3

6 7

4

bubbler drinking
fountain

water
fountain

kɑrmɛl kɛrəməlpəkɑn pikæn

= one participant
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Appendix G-2
Labov, Age 10-13

kreɪˌɑnkræn vɜrboʊsɪtivɜrbɑsɪti

Selected Regions Phonetics - Syrup

Phonetics - Crayon Phonetics - Verbosity

Phonetics - Lawyers Phonetics - Bag

Phonetics - Taught Phonetics - Tot/taught

1
2

5

3

6 7

4

sɪrəp

lɔjərz

tɔt tɔt/tɑt same

sirəp

lɜrz invalid response

tɑt

bæg bɛg beɪg

different

= one participant
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Soda
Lexical Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

"Soda" 28 15 6 49

"Pop" 6 2 2 10

"Soft Drink" 3 1 1 5

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.832811827

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Roundabout
Lexical Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

"Roundabout" 36 17 8 61

"Traffic Circle" 1 1 1 3

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.52577765

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Tennis Shoes
Lexical Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

"Sneakers" 6 6 7 19

"Gym Shoes" 3 1 0 4

"Tennis Shoes" 22 8 2 32

"Running Shoes" 6 3 0 9

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.044884734

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Water Fountain
Lexical Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

"Bubbler" 13 6 3 22

"Drinking Fountain" 9 7 2 18

"Water Fountain" 15 5 4 24

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.804517318

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Firefly
Lexical Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

"Firefly" 20 10 5 35

"Lightning Bug" 17 8 4 29

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

1

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Appendix H
Fisher’s Exact Tests: Lexical Variables
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"Bag"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

25 12 7 44

8 4 1 13

Mixed: 4 2 1 7

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.973964692

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

"Caramel"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

24 13 5 42

13 5 4 22

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.658999573

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

"Pecan"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

27 11 8 46

10 7 1 18

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.334562501

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

pikæn

"Taught"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

8 5 3 16

28 13 5 46

Mixed: 1 0 1 2

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.483276031

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

"Crayon"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

32 11 4 47

5 7 5 17

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.011560672Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Number of Times Moved

Appendix H
Fisher’s Exact Tests: Phonological Variables

pəkɑn

bæg

bɛg

beɪg

tɔt

tɔt/tɑt

tɑt

kɑrmɛl

kɛrəməl

kræn

kreɪˌɑn
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"Syrup"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

11 8 7 26

26 10 2 38

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.034865336

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

"Verbosity"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

33 17 6 56

4 1 3 8

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.175549513

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

"Lawyers"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

35 18 8 61

2 0 1 3

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.52577765

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

"Tot" v. "Taught"
Phonological Variant Never Once Twice Total per Variant

Same Pronunciation 26 11 6 43

Different Pronunciation 11 7 3 21

Total per Times Moved 37 18 9 64

0.809441478

Number of Times Moved

Fisher's Exact P-Value:

Appendix H
Fisher’s Exact Tests: Phonological Variables

sirəp
sɪrəp

lɔjərz

lɜrz

vɜrbɑsɪti
vɜrboʊsɪti
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Hypothesis

Null Hypothesis

Fisher's Exact Statistic Summary
Fisher's Exact P-Value:Lexical Variable

"Tot" v. "Taught"

"Verbosity"

"Lawyers"

"Syrup"

"Crayon"

Soda

0.044884734

0.832811827

0.804517318

0.52577765

Tennis Shoes

0.011560672

Phonological Variable

Firefly

Roundabout

Water Fountain

1

"Caramel"

"Taught"

"Bag"

"Pecan"

0.05

Those values in red are less than the p-level of significance, so 
we may reject the null hypothesis for those variables. 
Therefore, it is likely that an individual's word preference for 
describing tennis shoes, their pronunciation of the word "crayon", 
and their pronunciation of the word "syrup" are related to the 
number of times they have moved.

0.034865336

0.52577765

0.175549513

0.809441478

There IS a relationship between the number of times someone has moved and 
their linguistic characteristics

There IS NOT a relationship between the number of times someone has 
moved and their linguistic characteristics

P-Level of 
Significance

0.334562501

0.973964692

0.483276031

0.658999573

Appendix H
Fisher’s Exact Tests
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ID Pronouns Year in School
Times 
Moved

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 2 1 2 1 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

5th Year 
Undergraduatehe/him/his 15415154151543011

2 they/them/theirs Freshman Batavia, IL Batavia, IL 60124 1

4 she/her/hers Senior 60056 60056 60056 0

3 she/her/hers Senior 53562 53562 53562 0

she/her/hers Senior 53189 53119 53188 2

6 she/her/hers Senior 60453 60559 60559 1

5

7 she/her/hers Senior 60126 60126 60126 0

0

8 she/her/hers Senior 53527 53527 53527 0

10 she/her/hers Senior 53017 53017 53017 0

9 she/her/hers Sophomore 53562 53562 53562

she/her/hers Senior 53132 53132 53132 0

12 she/her/hers Senior 53210 53210 53098 1

11

14 she/her/hers Senior 60623 60623 60623 0

13 she/her/hers Senior 54303 54303 54313 1

2

16 she/her/hers Junior 53221 53221 53221 0

15 she/her/hers Senior 53221 53130 53150

she/her/hers 5th Year 
Undergraduate 53185 53185 53185 0

18 she/her/hers 5th Year 
Undergraduate 53701 53715 53705 2

17

19 she/her/hers Senior 53215 60614 53125 2

20 she/her/hers Senior 53072 53072 53066 1

22 she/her/hers Senior 60126, 60016 60126 60126 0

21 she/her/hers Senior Milwaukee, WI 53089 53089 1

0

24 he/him/his 5th Year 
Undergraduate 53132 53132 53132 0

23 he/him/his Senior 53207 53207 53207

25 he/him/his Senior 53549 53549 53549 0

26 he/him/his PhD Student 53703 53703 53703 0

27 he/him/his Graduate Student 53023 53023 53023 0

28 he/him/his 5th Year 
Undergraduate 53589 53589 53589 0

29 he/him/his Senior 53033 53033 53066 1

Zip-1

Demographics

Zip-3Zip-2

Appendix I
Complete Formatted Survey Data
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Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 1 2 N/A 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 2 2 2 2 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 2 2 2 2 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 N/A 2 N/A 2 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 N/A 2 N/A 2 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
N/A N/A 2 1 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
6 N/A N/A N/A 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
N/A N/A N/A N/A 2 1

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 N/A 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

30 he/him/his Staff 28560, 47978 47978 47978 0

she/her/hers Staff 53172 14850 53593 2

32 he/him/his Senior 54313 54313 54313 0

31

33 he/him/his Senior 54304 54229 54229 1

34 he/him/his Staff 49341 48162 49009 2

36 she/her/hers Senior Platteville, WI Beloit, WI Madison, WI 2

35 he/him/his Graduate Student 49445 49445 49445 0

2

38 she/her/hers Senior 85007 Hamburg, 
Germany 53593 2

37 she/her/hers Junior Colombia 53704 53715

she/her/hers Graduate Student 60003 60003 53597 1

40 she/her/hers Junior 54220 54555 54555 1

39

41 she/her/hers Sophomore 14850 55104 55104 1

42 she/her/hers Junior 54941 54952 54952 1

44 she/her/hers Senior 55122 55122 55122 0

43 she/her/hers PhD Student 56001 56001 56001 0

54914 54914 0

46 she/her/hers Junior 54935 54935 54935 0

45 she/her/hers Senior 54914

47 she/her/hers Senior 55906 55906 55906 0

48 she/her/hers Junior 54448 54448 54448 0

49 she/her/hers Senior 54601 54601 54601 0

50 she/her/hers Senior 53588 53588 53588 0

52 he/him/his Junior 56031 56031 56031 0

51 he/him/his Sophomore 55116 55116 55116 0

53 he/him/his 5th Year 
Undergraduate 55125 55125 55125 0

54 he/him/his Senior 55103 55125 55125 1

56 he/him/his Senior 55355 56243 56243 1

55 he/him/his Senior 55363 55363 55363 0

57 he/him/his Senior 54636 54636 54636 0

58 he/him/his Staff 54729 54729 54729 0

60 he/him/his Senior 55119 55119 55119 0

59 he/him/his Junior 54911 54911 54911 0
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Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
6 N/A 3 2 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 N/A N/A 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
N/A N/A N/A N/A 3 2

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
4 N/A 4 N/A 4 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
4 N/A 4 N/A 4 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
4 N/A 4 N/A 4 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
4 N/A 5 N/A 4 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
5 N/A 5 N/A 5 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
3 2 6 N/A 6 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
6 N/A 6 N/A 6 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
6 N/A 6 N/A 6 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
7 N/A 7 N/A 7 N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
2 N/A 3 N/A N/A N/A

Labov Purnell Labov Purnell Labov Purnell
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

he/him/his Senior 54915 54915 54915 0

62 he/him/his 5th Year 
Undergraduate 55902 55902 55902 0

61

64 he/him/his 5th Year 
Undergraduate 83651 55355 55355 1

63 he/him/his Staff 54828 54876 54876 1

65 she/her/hers 5th Year 
Undergraduate 54494 2048 54136 2

19709 19709 0

66 she/her/hers Graduate Student Lahore, Pakistan Lahore, Pakistan 54701 1

68 he/him/his Sophomore 18902 18902 18902 0

67 she/her/hers Graduate Student 19709

70 she/her/hers Graduate Student 20852 32780 20708 2

69 he/him/his Staff Arlington, Virginia 20854 20854 1

Graduate Student 32792 32792 32792 0

72 he/him/his Senior 55449 95404 95404 1

71 she/her/hers

74 he/him/his Faculty 92708 92708 92708 0

73 he/him/his PhD Student 97416 97401 97401 1

75 he/him/his Sophomore 11576 11576 11576 0

0

76 he/him/his Junior Detroit, Michigan; 
Madison, WI

Amman, Jordan; 
Des Moines, Iowa

Amman, Jordan; 
Dubai, UAE 2

77 she/her/hers Faculty 48013 48013 48013
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Complete Formatted Survey Data
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ID Lex-1 Lex-2 Lex-3 Lex-4 Lex-5

tennis shoes drinking fountainfireflyroundabout soda

tennis shoes soda traffic circle lightning bug drinking fountain2

gym shoes soda traffic circle lightning bug water fountain

tennis shoes

shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

soft drink roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

gym shoes soda roundabout firefly drinking fountain

tennis shoes soda roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

sneakers soda roundabout firefly bubbler

tennis shoes soda roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

tennis shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

tennis shoes soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

athletic shoe heels soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

sneakers soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

14 gym shoes

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

15 tennis shoes

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

16 tennis shoes

18 sneakers soda roundabout firefly drinking fountain

17 running shoes

sneakers pop roundabout firefly bubbler

20 tennis shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

19

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

21 tennis shoes soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

22 gym shoes

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

23 tennis shoes

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

24 tennis shoes

26 tennis shoes soft drink roundabout lightning bug water fountain

25 tennis shoes

27 shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

28 tennis shoes soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

29 tennis shoes

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Lexicon

1
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beverages roundabout firefly drinking fountain

soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

30 running shoes

32 tennis shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

31 sneakers

running shoes drink roundabout lightning bug bubbler

34 sneakers pop roundabout firefly water fountain

33

soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

35 sneakers pop roundabout firefly drinking fountain

carbonated drinks roundabout lightning bug water fountain

36 sneakers

soda roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

37 running shoes

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

38 sneakers

40 sneakers soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

39 sneakers

sneakers soda roundabout firefly drinking fountain

42 sneakers soda roundabout firefly bubbler

41

pop roundabout firefly drinking fountain

43 shoes

soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

44 tennis shoes

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

46 tennis shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

45 tennis shoes

tennis shoes pop roundabout lightning bug water fountain

48 tennis shoes soda roundabout bug water fountain

47

49 sneakers pop roundabout firefly water fountain

soda roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

50 tennis shoes soda roundabout firefly bubbler

pop roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

51 tennis shoes

53 tennis shoes soda roundabout firefly drinking fountain

52 tennis shoes

roundabout firefly drinking fountain

54 pop roundabout firefly water fountain

pop roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

55 soft drink

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

56 tennis shoes

58 running shoes soda roundabout firefly water fountain

57 running shoes

pop roundabout lightning bug water fountain

soda roundabout firefly bubbler59

60

shoes

running shoes

tennis shoes

tennis/running 
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soda roundabout lightning bug bubbler

firefly water fountain

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

drinks roundabout firefly water fountain

soda roundabout

soda roundabout firefly bubbler

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

soda intersection firefly water fountain

soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

soft drink traffic circle lightning bug water fountain 

soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

soda roundabout lightning bug water fountain

drinking fountain

soda roundabout lightning bug drinking fountain

soda roundabout firefly water fountain

soda roundabout firefly

soda roundabout Insect water fountain

74

pop roundabout firefly water fountain

soda traffic circle torchbug water fountain

75

76

77

69

70

71

72

73

64

65

66

67

68

61

62

63

jogging shoes

sneakers

running shoes

shoes

running shoes

sneakers

sneakers

tennis shoes

sneakers

shoes

tennis shoes

tennis shoes

sneakers

sneakers

running shoes

asics shoes

running shoes
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ID Pecan Caramel Crayon Bag Taught Tot/Taught Syrup Verbosity Lawyers

ear ah oi

oiahurdiffaweycrancarmelcon

aw nocan carmel cran a

ah oi

can

carmel cran a aw no

ur ah oino

con

carmel cran a aw

urcon

carmel cran a aw6

ur ah oi

con

carmel cran ey ah/aw diff

ur ah oino

5

no

ur ah oino

7 con

con

carmel cran a aw8

ur ah oi

con

caramel cran a aw

ur ah oi

con

caramel crayon a aw no

ear ah lursdiff

9

can

carmel cran a ah/aw10

carmel cran a aw12

ear ah oi

con

carmel cran ey aw no

ear ah oidiff

11

con

caramel crayon a/ey aw no13 con

can

caramel crayon a aw no14

ur oh oi

ur oh oi

ear ah oi

can

carmel cran a aw diff

ear ah oi

15

con

caramel cran a/ey aw no16

aw no18

ear oh oi

con

carmel cran ey aw no

ear ah oi

17

19 con

caramel crayon a

carmel cran a aw diff20

ear oh oi

con

carmel crayon a ah/aw no

ear ah oi

can

carmel cran a/ey aw diff21 can

con

carmel crayon a aw no22

ur ah oi

ur ah oi

ear ah oi

can

carmel cran ey aw no

ur ah oi

23

can

carmel cran a ah diff24

caramel cran a aw diff

ur ah oi

con

caramel cran ey aw diff

ur ah oi

ur ah oi

con

can

carmel cran a/ey aw diff

ear ah oi

can

carmel cran ey aw no

ear ah oicarmel cran a aw no

1

2

3

4

25

26

27

28

29

Phonology
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con ur ah oi

con

caramel cran a ah/aw diff30

ah no32

ur oh oi

con

caramel crayon a ah diff

ur ah oi

31

33 con

carmel cran ey

caramel cran a aw no34

ur ah oi

con

caramel crayon ey ah diff

ur ah lurs

con

carmel crayon a aw diff35 con

con

carmel cran ey ah no36

ur ah oi

ear oh oi

ur ah oi

con

caramel crayon a/ey aw diff

ear ah oi

37

can

caramel crayon a/ey ah no38

aw diff40

ear ah oi

con

carmel cran a aw no

ear ah oi

39

41 can

carmel cran a

caramel crayon a aw diff42

ear ah oi

con

carmel crayon a ah diff

ear ah oi

ah oi

con

carmel cran ey ah diff

ur ah oi

43

con

carmel cran ey ah no44

urcon

no

ur ah oi

con

carmel cran a aw no

ur ah oi

con

carmel cran a aw

carmel cran a/ey aw diff48

ur oh oi

con

carmel cran a ah no

ur ah oi

ear ah oi

49 con

con

carmel cran a ah no

ur ah oi

con

carmel cran ey aw no

ear ah oi

con

caramel cran a aw no

ear ah oi

oi

con

carmel cran a aw no

con

caramel cran a ah no

ur ah oi

can

carmel cran a ah no

ur ah

ear ah oi

con

carmel cran a ah no

ur ah oi

can

carmel crayon ey ah no

carmel cran a/ey aw diff

ur ah oi

con

caramel cran a aw diff

ur oh oi

ah oi

con

carmel cran ey aw no

ear ah oicaramel cran a aw diff

earcon

60

55

56

57

58

59

50

51

52

53

54

45

46

47
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con

con

carmel cran a ah/aw no

ur ah oi

con

caramel cran ey aw diff

ur ah oi

ur ah oi

con

carmel cran ey aw no

ear ah oi

no

ear ah oi

con

carmel cran a ah no

can

caramel crayon a ah no

ear ah oi

con

carmel crayon a aw

caramel cran a aw no

ur ah lurs

can

carmel cran a aw no

ear ah oi

oi

con

caramel crayon a aw no

ear ah oi

con

carmel cran a aw diff

ur ahcon

con

carmel cran a aw no

ur ah oi

can

caramel crayon a aw no

ur ah oi

ah oi

con

carmel crayon a ah no

ur ah oi

can

caramel cran a ah no

75

con

caramel crayon a ah no

ur ah N/A

can

caramel crayon a aw no

ur ah oicaramel crayon a aw diff

ear ah oi76

77

70

71

72

73

74

65

66

67

68

69

61

62

63

64

ear
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